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(c) Africa's refugee population has a role to play in the

overall development process and should therefore be

rapidly extracted fron its predicament and stimulated

to creatively participate in the development of the

countries of the region?

(d) The failure to bring about a co-ordinated approach to

the conceptualization and. implementation of refugee

protection and assistance programmes has conpounded

the problems obtaining and in certain cases yielded

negative results.

3. Besides these considerations, it should be borne in mind that^

the legislative authority for evolving a strategy for the implementation of
the Arusha Conference recommendations emanetes from the following sources%

(i) Arusha recommendation 15, para 5, which stipulates

"that the follow-up of the implementation of the

recommendations of this Conference will be the

primary responsibility of the QAU, working in co

operation with the UNHCR, ...";

(ii) the QAU Council of ministers resolution CF/Kes. 727

(XXXIII) on the situation of refugees in Africa and

on prospective solutions to their problems in the

1930's?"and

(iii) the TJN General Assembly resolution 34/61 on the situa

tion of African refugees.

II. Guiding Principles

4. Such a strategy should be based on the following guiding principles;

(a) Refugees are human beings who have their hopes,
ambitions and limitations, and should be dealt with

as such not as figures or as incidental social events;



(b) Refugees have the right to life and^to wbuJd
dignity and should therefore be enabled to recreate
their lives, through timely procurement.of food,
shelter, education anl^loyrrient, so as to become
self-reliant end tp subsequently contribute to the
development of their countries of asylum and, at a
later stage, of treir -ountries of origin, and thus
to the overall. aevsiopoent .,of ■ Africa?

(c) Assistance to refugees -s.' no charity, as the invest
ment in refugees is & positive aanfcributipn to the

growing African econa.iies;

(d) African refugees are primarily an African problem
that should be aBsrsw**. first: and forest by Africa,
which entails.that they shouM-bs considered, "here ,
they are. settled, as an additional corrponent. of ,
mtionair^a^ower and active population, arid included

in national development prograrmes ? .,

(e) Pefugees ^lerever they are settled should not be. . .
separated-from local cemunities., ^should rather
be" encouraged'to merge witft 'ciiz fatter, nl order.
to avoid alienation attributable to separate _
social development, which in turn might deteriorate

into marginality and even crix,iinality; , . . .: . .

(f) T'Thile protection and assistance are required and ;
- due, they should not. reach a level beyond vtfu.cn

refugees tend to become a priviledged group within
local cormunities. Social unrests ihat might develop
from such situations should be avoided?

(q) "Granting of asylum is a peaceful and humanitarian
act and shall not be regarded as an unfriendly act
by any member States"... This principle enunciated
ill the OAU Convention is rereaJr^d ai:d e phasized,
as it is the cornerstone to any poxiqy or prograime

relating to refugees and Uiein flight in Africa?

(h) Voluntary repatrration, "foen possible, has proved
to be and still remains the best solution to all

refugee problems?
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(i) Non-refbulement is a basic principle of humanitarian
law to which Africa is fully committed, in order to

preclude the returning of any refugee to the country

which he is fleeing, where he is likely to face

death or persecution?

(j) Travel documents for refugees with liberal return

clauses should be issued when needed, in the spirit

of African solidarity and hospitality, in order to

facilitate refugee movements in their quest for

bettering their lot in life, through educational

or employment placement;

(k) Awareness-building ir one constructive way of

bringing to bear on African Governments in support

of the refugees victimised through injustice and

oppression. Programmes related thereto should

be conceived around the basic principles of African

unity, of the uniqueness of the cultural values of

African societies, of the common humanity that

links the refugees to their kith and kin, and should

be geared, to all classes of the African society?

(1) Burden-sharing is another principle that needs to be

reaffirmed, to become a reality and to concretely

translate African solidarity in favour of the uprooted,

if refugee problems in Africa are to be solved within

Africa, and for the interest of Africa's developing economies.

III. Objectives

5, The b:oad objectives of the strategy should be two-folds

(a) To define and work out ways and means cf reaching

temporary^ semi-nermanent and r^emonent solutions

to the problems obtaining? and

(b) Ib try and prevent asylum-seeking from becoming a

permanent feature of the situation in inc*eraendent

Africa and, in as fer as feasible, to stop and

even revert the present trend which is bringing

about more and more refugees to the African scenery

almost every day.
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6. The iimediate objectives of such a strategy should be defined as

followss

(a) At: the national level

(if To have national refugee policies clearly defined,
"";-."- " which, should be in line with the broad principles

laid'down in existing international and regional
covenants related to the issue of refugees, ;

(ii) Tb bring about co-ordination cf all refugee activities
<■■■ at the national level, in such a way that refugees would

become/.the sole beneficiaries of assistance contributed

to alleviate their plight

to sfciraiiate general awareness of the inpact of refugee
problems on;natio,ial develpmtemt, with the ultimate view
of sharing the-burden on ths one hand, and, on the
other, of"preventing at~/lu^-seeking from becoming a re
current feature of the African social situation, through
moral jiaressure being brought to bear to that effect.

(b) At the regional level

(i) To evolve global protection and assistance policies
intended to extricate refugee problems from being
dealt with ;n isolation and to relate refugee situation to

to development endeavours?

(ii) To translate the principles of assistance towards
self-reliance and of burden-sharing into applicable
and action-oriented programnes?

(iii) To co-ordinate the strc^egies of all refugee-serving
agencies active in Africa in such a way that short-,
medium- and long-term action proposals for the.solution
of refugee prc .lems in Africa should evolve for the

benefit, of all concerned-

(iv) 1b ascertain that the "machinery" entrusted with the
overall sugaerv.ision or refugee activities in Africa is
avnanic and efficient enough to actively follow-up the
implementation, of the programmes agreed upon, so that

refugee i?robleFis are afforded appropriate and timely

solutions„ .
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(c) At the international level

(i) 1t> ensure that international assis ance is
co-ordinated and timely channelled so as to maximize its
efficiency, and that its phasing-out is always related to

development programmes intended to absorb the refugees in
the active population of their countries of asylum?

(ii):- To bring about co-ordination of inter-agency action so as
to ensure a constant two-way flow of information on refugee
situations, to carr^ out any multidisciplinary inter-agency

activities such situations may call for with a view to

maximize the impact of assistance programmes and toharmo-

niously relate them to national development activities,
■■'-'■■ -v ■ and to' sustain --nd increase the interest and contribution

' ? ' ■■ of donor agencies vtose active assistance and co-operation

■ are alincDst always needed and required.

xv. Plan of action

7. Tto fulfill these objectives and translate the strategy into a concrete
and tangible programme of work, the following activities are suggested?

(a) At the national level

Ohe following could be undertaken and implemented with the
assistance, when deemed; necessary, of regional and international

competent organizations^ ■■.--.

(i) Establishment, where it does not already exist, of a
national refugee machinery whose mandate should include,
inter aliaf the activities defined in Sec. 15, para 3 of
the Arusha Conference;

(ii) Study of the national manpower situation with long-term

projections in order to articulate refugee educational
and employment placement on sound and promising bases?

(iii) Survey of existing pre-service and in-service training
facilities for refugee workers and counselling services
with a view to contributing to a comprehensive regional
survey intended to iirprove refugee counselling services

in Africa.
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-of refugee settlement;

Launching, of awareness-building progranrBS
££SU law and concepts of ■ baste tam!,
ensure as wide a circulation as possible to the real causes

for asylum-seeking in Africa.

on in subregional and regional prcgraranes and/or
s St^ded to Jbetat awareness, to instill the concept
rights in the minds of the people, and to ensure that

^Tis shared equitably both wtthin and outsode national
.boundariGs; ■"-"> ■ ■■■*""''■ ■ " ■■ ■

(b)

outside the country.

ratification of .existing international cove-

fugees, inelui&g tha UN 1951 Convention

ly. the 1969 OAU ^Convention governing the
refugee problems in Africa.

At- the regional tlevel

(i) Restructuring of the regional machinery entrusted with the
iirolementation of and follow-up on the Arusha1 Conference

raconnendations, to diversify its activities «» "iranse
its efficiency, so that it becones the think, tank and co
ordinating body responsible for avolving policies and program
mes oomsnsurafce to the magnitude of the problems obtaining,

■ ■ "and in line'vdth the principles enunciated above;

(^•i) Setting-up ad hoc task forces to be entrusted with all the
. - studios, fact-finding missions, research work,--. et^mme.at

. which the irrplanentation of the Arusha Conference reccnnienda-
tions calls for, in order to set the stage ready for well-
conceived, oositiv-:, and co-ordinated assistance programmes;



(iii) Definition and periodical revision and/or adaptation of

refugee, protection and assistance policies vrfiich should

enable refuqoe-serving agencies to reconsider and reshape

their resnective roles as the situation may warrant.

(iv) Consideration of all issues vMch might constitute problem

areas in the field of refugee protection and assistance,

and of possible ways of tackling those issues so that

: policy decisions could be reached in tiire, at the appro-

. priate level.

(v) Co~ordiriation of refugee protection and assistance program-

mas to increase their efficiency and impact, and ensure

that continuous flow of information on refugee issues in

^fi is available to all parties concerned?

(vi) Advise on and assistance to educational and anployment

placement activities assumed by refugee-serving agencies;

. ' :{vii) Consideration of the possibility of establishing an African
! ! ; '; Fund for refugee assistance whose ultimate.objective would"

! '■'•'': be to transform refugees into self-supporting aatimunities /
individuals v*iosg integration in the active economic life of

their countries of asylum would therefore become possible

and easier?

(viii) Organization of conferences and meetings on refugee issues,

at the regional and subregional levels, to regularly moni

tor the changing refugee conditions, to evolve operational

assistance programmes commensurate to th^se conditions, and

to adopt pertinent decisions \jh±ch could translate burden-

sharing and a^Tareness-^building into actions having tangible

results. ','.'

(ix) Fund-raising activities at the regional and sub-regional

levels vMch should a^ohasisc collective self-reliance as

the corner-stone of rafugec assistance activities in Africa.

(c) P± the international levr^l

(i) Sustaining and incroasing co-ordinated assistance to refugee

programmes in Africa?

(ii) Dissemination of information on refugee situations in Africa,

with a view to sustaining the interest of all those concerned

in ths need to bring such situations under control?

(iii) Consideration of possible educational and employment oppor

tunities for African refugees so as to efficiently contribu

te to the solution of their problems?
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(iv) Contribution, on request, to ad hoc multidisciplinary task
forces mounted to examine specIHFaspects of refugee problems

in Africa.

(v) Fund-raising campaigns in favour of national, subregional and
regional refugee programmes in Africa.

The foregoing which constitutes a global African str- tegy for
the implementation of the 1979 Arusha Conference recormendations^
should be considered as an introductory exercise, and should invite
the attention of the Governnents, the national voluntary agencies
involved in refugee work, the international refugee-serving agencies

havina activities in the countries of Africa, the international,
intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations whose activities

relate to refugee protection and assistance programmes, to the urgent
need to evolve their own strategies, and to relate these specific
strategies to the principles and plan of action laid down in the
relevant parts of the picsent document as well as to the pertinent
recotmendations adopted by the Arusha Conference. Once these indi
vidual strategies have been conceived, co-oraJjaation of refugee
activities in Africa will become feasible, and will be carried out

to benefit the refugees, first and foremost.




